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Dear Readers,
It’s been a high adrenaline month for all of us at
the IMAGES Group. And, even as I write this, our
team is busy putting all efforts together towards a
bigger and better 17th annual congregation of the
India Fashion Forum(IFF). And while the central
focus is on the activities that will happen on the
ground at IFF’17, the Images BoF editorial team
has also attempted something very important and
timely.
As, you are aware, the magazine always
focusses on a single fashion category in every issue
however this time we went chasing the greatest
fashion leaders of our time. The Fashion CEOs
and Directors, as the fountainheads of the fashion
industry thought, are the ones that will shape the
fashion vision of the nation. And as the industry is
poised for quantum growth, it was critical to hear
them out.
The principal feature of this issue, “Meet the
Masters”, comprehensively picks their minds on
some of the most critical decisions that lie upon us.
It is a small and distinguished group of visionary
stalwarts that will drive the fashion revolution in
India. These leaders are all also extremely handson and the ones that not only had the audacity
to dream big, but also the perseverance to see it
through to reality. I am sure, this synergic juxta
positioning of their thoughts will prove to be
knowledge laden for you all, with plentiful insights
to aid you re-evaluate and reshape your fashion
retail aspirations and pave the next way forward.

The Indian fashion retail market is moving
progressively, driven by increased presence of
organised retail, which inturn rides the rising
disposable incomes, changing demographics,
increasing brand consciousness, and the
e-commerce boom.
And, it is now a place of high interest for
global brands as well. In this issue, we scan the
news-waves and present a report on the major
international brands that were launched in India in
2016-17.
Do go through the articles on character
licensing in kidswear and women’s jewellery
in India and our features on retail and brand
excellence. The Sportswear International section is
a great curation and presentation on the buzziest
buzz in 2016 from across the globe.
I look forward to seeing you all at the India
Fashion Forum 2017, Renaissance, Mumbai on
the 12th and 13th of April 2017. Also, a ﬁnal word
of gratitude to all the fashion leaders who spared
their valuable time to share their inputs is in order.
Thank you so much, dear Masters of Fashion.
Cheers !

Amitabh Taneja
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S

ince time immemorial, jewellery in India has been an integral
part of women’s lifestyle. Women from different economic strata
have different lifestyles. Their jewellery choices therefore differ.
In a diverse country like India, jewellery also has a cultural connect.
Occasions such as festivals and weddings have religious signiﬁcance
that differs from region to region. Jewellery usage is thus rooted in
geographical traditions.

Despite the fast spreading westernisation trend in the country, 85 percent
still adhere to the wedding customs strictly. In Hindu marriages, wearing a
mangalsutra is mandatory. Yet, the design and materials differ from region
to region. While Gujaratis and Marwaris often go for diamond pendants
and Maharashtrians wear a pendant of one or two vatis, Bengalis often have
corals added to the design. In South India, the variation in the mangalsutra
and the way it is arranged varies from region to region.

CHARACTER
LICENSING
IN KIDSWEAR
Although the market for character licensing is not as
developed in India as in the western countries, there is little
wonder why the marketplace is brimming with merchandise
related to cartoon characters. IMAGES BoF takes a look at the
potential in the market for character licensing for kidswear.
By Manisha Bapna with inputs from Rosy Sharma

C

haracter and entertainment licensing is one of the largest segments
of the licensing business, and is probably the part most recognized by
the general public. This category of licensing encompasses properties
springing primarily from feature ﬁlms, television shows, videogames and
online entertainment. For brands, it aids in enhancing the image of a product
line and generate interest in it due to its association with a said character. It
has also proven to be a powerful instrument for growth, as it helps tapping
into new geographic markets and new market categories thereby increasing
revenue and proﬁt. “Whether it’s Mowgli for a child or Charlie Brown for a
grown-up, it is a character one identiﬁes with, and through licensing, we have
successfully combined the individualities of these characters to give our
valued customers products that not only spell functionality and quality but
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India is poised for a great growth. Indeed, we sit
at the cusp of a fashion revolution in India. As per
a research in the India Business of Fashion Report
2017, the domestic apparel market will expand
from approximately `3 lakh crores in 2016 to
approximately `7.5 lakh crores by the year 2026.
With all booming indicators projecting great days
for the fashion market, it is also our conviction
that it is our ﬁnest fashion leaders who will take
the lead in driving the market to its full potential.
In this special feature, we speak to some of India’s
ﬁnest fashion leaders and present their vision and
views on taking the market forward.

PROLOGUE

THE WAYS OF A MASTER
While we present the vision
and views of fashion leaders
in the pages that follow, as a
prologue, Harminder Sahni,
Founder & CEO, Wazir Advisors,
who has vast experience of
working with fashion leaders,
shares his thoughts on what
makes a great fashion leader.

On the face of it, a fashion business CEO
should be no different from a CEO of any
other business, or at least, any consumer
business. But nothing could be farther from
truth. Fashion business is really a unique
business with its own fundamentally
different characteristics. And that’s the
reason that fashion business CEO needs to be
a very different professional.
So when I was asked to write about the traits
of a fashion CEO, I decided to not talk about
the general traits of a CEO and chose to focus
on the additional or unique characteristics
that will deﬁne a “Fashion CEO”.
I believe there are 3 key traits that are
absolutely necessary for succeeding as a
fashion CEO.

-Harminder Sahni,
Founder & MD, Wazir Advisors
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The ﬁrst and foremost is having an acute
appreciation of fashion. While a CEO of
an FMCG company may not be deeply
engaged with all its products, but can be
quite successful focusing on other aspects
like distribution and marketing. However, a
fashion CEO must understand fashion and be
sensitive to its subtle nuances. Consumers
are attracted to fashion brands mostly on
emotional grounds and aren’t rational in their
choices. If CEO doesn’t understand that how
fashion works, he may become too focused
on the rational elements and miss out on the
emotional aspect completely. We have seen
this happen to many leading brands globally
and those ﬁnally disappeared or were later
restored by a real fashion CEO.

The second trait is to be a destroyer rather
than a creator. It may sound counter intuitive
because fashion is a business of creating
something new all the time. But, I reckon that
to create something new it is most important
to destroy the old. Most consumer businesses
CEOs look for winners that can last forever.
Everyone is searching for next Corolla or a Surf
Excel type of product. But in fashion, if a CEO
tries to discover products that can be winners
and be sold longer, she would be writing an
epitaph for the brand.
The third but equally important trait is
understanding of materials i.e. textiles and
accessories. Fashion consumers care about
materials in their clothing much more than
they care about ingredients in their food.
Having a deep understanding of variety of
fabrics and its interplay with other materials
is the basis of appreciating fashion beyond
colors and styling. Fashion CEOs must accept
that the fashion business is like a restaurant
business where one can learn the recipe to
reproduce something that looks same as
the picture in the book. But the real magic
differentiator is in the choice of ingredients
and sleight of hand. CEO must learn about
materials and be involved in the process of
creation to keep its brand relevant, desirable
and unique.
To sum it up, a fashion CEO must be
fashionable (not necessarily overtly), should
never look for core products or long tail and
must understand the materials that make
fashion.

VISION AND VIEWS OF
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Kavindra Mishra, Managing Director of Pepe Jeans India Ltd., is
responsible for the growth of the existing business portfolio and
designing effective strategies for Pepe Jeans India that are aligned with
the broader global strategy. Mishra started his retail career in 1999
as Area Sales Manager at Madura Coats and continued his career at
Madura Garments as Brand Manager for Allen Solly. In 2006, he joined
Tommy Hilﬁger as Vice President and was responsible for the brand’s
rapid growth and expansion by increasing the number of exclusive
brand outlets and department stores in the country. In 2009, Mishra
joined United Colors of Benetton (UCB) as their Commercial Director
and in 2011, he became part of the founding team of India’s ﬁrst online
apparel and lifestyle portal, Zovi.com. With his deep industry insight
and an enormous amount of retail experience, Mishra has been able to
develop a thoroughly unique approach for Pepe Jeans India.

...on why working in the fashion industry is exciting
Kavindra Mishra (KM): I like working in the fashion industry because I am
passionate about it and I love my job. It’s a dynamic industry and there is
always constant change. I really like the planning, innovation and strategising;
this really excites me. I also feel this profession gives you a lot of opportunities
to grow as an industry specialist.

KAVINDRA
MISHRA
MANAGING DIRECTOR
PEPE JEANS INDIA LTD.

...on the paradigm shift from a seller to buyer led market
KM: Yes, Indian fashion market is changing from a seller-led market to a buyerled market. Buyers now have a lot more choices and in this scenario there is
huge emphasis on product quality, fashion, the right cost; also the e-commerce
platform is now being considered as a fast and acceptable medium. So all
these factors resonate very well in the new buyer led space. Even in tier -III
and -IV cities and since customers have a lot of options and there is no longer
a situation wherein there is only one store in the town and everybody has to go
there and buy. The small towns now have international brands, departmental
stores, e-commerce services, brand stores, MBO’s, thereby giving a lot of
choices to customers.Implication is very simple, brands now cannot just rely on
their past strategies. They need to constantly innovate and also provide value
in product offerings. So, value is the key function. It doesn’t mean that you have
to provide low priced merchandise to your consumers, you have to provide a
valuable mix of your product quality and price and once you do, you will be
able to strengthen product portfolio and also retain market share.
...on how technology is changing the business
KM: I think technology is helping in a lot of ways, both in terms of front-end
and back-end. While reviewing the front end, there is customisation, where
consumers now are more open to adding a little bit of their own creativity to the
garments. In October 2015, Pepe Jeans was the ﬁrst brand in India to introduce
a denim customisation service. Pepe Jeans Custom Studio allows customers to
step into the design seat and customise their denim in a few easy steps. Pepe
Jeans’s customisation service empowers the customer with the opportunity for
personalisation; and therein lays a powerful tool that will revolutionise denim
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HANDWOVEN DENIM
H

andwoven denim is hot right now. Many initiatives are meeting success not only among insiders, but among demanding consumers
who can appreciate the high value of hand labor. Italian denim manufacturer Berto recently launched its Le Mani-Manifattura
1887 selection of entirely handwoven denims. Berto and denim connoisseur Scott Morrison, owner of the US 3x1 premium denim brand,
presented a denim weaving process live in Morrison’s 3x1 own store on Mercer Street in New York. Customers could order their made-tomeasure jeans made with that handwoven denim and all the fabric was sold out in seven hours. “By using this fabric we wanted to give a
strong sign and offer our customers a very valuable century old-tradition product that goes beyond the usual purchase logics,” explained
Morrison. Weaver Elena Sanguankeo demonstrated how she could produce a unique authentic fabric with her 3,000 strokes per meter.
Customers were even more surprised considering that a handloom can produce a maximum three meters of fabric per day. “Seeing the
handloom in action, right there in the middle of the store, was breathtaking,” added Morrison. “The handloom denim is gorgeous, and a
sophisticated customer can easily see and feel the difference.”
Other handwoven denims are now appearing in the market. The Dutch company Seven Senses Denim produces handwoven traditional
Indian Khadi selvedge denim employing naturally dyed organic cotton, without exploiting workers. Also Arvind Denim, an Indian denim
specialist, who participated in Munich’s Bluezone in September 2016, launched its Khadi Denim, a denim woven with artisanal looms
that employ handspun yarns only. [Text: Maria Cristina Pavarini/Photo: Berto
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